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* CONTEXT *

We installed the Drugcam® tool in August 2020 in order to further secure the chemotherapy preparation process and replace the double visual inspection. The goal of this study is to 

evaluate the implementation of the tool and the securing of the process after 6 months of installation by analyzing the errors encountered, their type and their impact.

* METHODS *

Evaluation of the deployment : percentage of the number of preparations made through Drugcam® compared to the total number of preparations made at the UCPC over a 

collection period of 2 months after 6 month of installation, extracted from Drugcam control and CHIMIO® software. Extraction of the number of errors encountered by 

Drugcam® and their type. Implementation of Excel® traceability to collect "true" errors: that is to say, excluding incidents of wrong detection by the cameras.

Digital video control at the Centralized Unit of Chemotherapy Preparation, total security of the preparation process ?

* RESULTS *

After 6 months of installation : the deployment achieved is 97%. * DISCUSSION *

 The deployment of Drugcam® is almost total except drugs
 under temporary authorization of use

 in clinical trials

 requiring specific syringes

 Less than 1% require a deep analysis by the pharmacist

and correspond to a real preparation error

 A closer analysis of these "true" errors highlights a new 

type of adverse event related to the tools
 In case of forgetting to present the seryngue, it is possible to 

work around the problem by presenting a volume of air.

* CONCLUSION *

A feedback committee should be done to sensitize the manipulators so that this error does not happen again. It is planned that the pharmacist who does the control and dispensing of the 

preparations view the whole preparation to detect this type of error which cannot be recognized by the tool.

The study proves that the coupling of the video recording and the pharmacist’s analyse is absolutely necessary in addition to the control by artificial intelligence to analyze this

type of error which cannot be detected by the video camera for a total security of the preparation process.

The percentage of detection error remains high, in order to improve it a regular monitoring with software updates as well as work on the products and MDs used will be carried

out.

! !

* DETAIL OF THE « TRUE » ERRORS *

Wrong volume to reconstitute the vial and non-

compliance with the order of presentation of the 

vials

 the pharmacy technician corrected 

himself during the preparation 

Forgetting to present the syringe containing the 

product 

 the pharmacy technician filled the 

syringe with an air volume to proceed

to the next step

 Error detected during pharmaceutical 

dispensing, preparation destroyed 
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